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 Development of new techniques for nuclear 
reactor monitoring 
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ANGRA	  Collaboration:	  8	  	  Brazilian	  Institutions:	  
	  

PUC-RJ 
Hiroshi Nunokawa  

UNICAMP 
E. Kemp, L. F. González,  
L. M. Santos   

UFBA - Iuri Pepe 
Dion Ribeiro 
Paulo C. Farias 
Eduardo Simas 

UEFS 
Germano P. Guedes 

UFABC    
P. Chimenti 

UFJF  
Luciano M. Andrade, Rafael A. Nóbrega, 
Augusto S. Cerqueira 

Unifal 
Gustavo Valdiviesso 

CBPF 
J.C. Anjos, G. Azzi, H. Lima, C. Castromonte, S. Wagner, O. Rocha  



Motivations for ANGRA 
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–  Possibility to start an experimental neutrino physics 

program  in Brazil taking advantage of existing 
antineutrino sources (Angra-I and II nuclear reactors). 

–  Possibility to do neutrino applied physics:  
   . nuclear safeguards applications – Neutrinos Angra 
   . new detector technologies - CONNIE 
 
–  Develop know how in experimental neutrino physics 

to be used in future projects.         
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Nuclear Safeguards Applications    

Neutrinos ANGRA: 
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Monitoring of Nuclear Reactors with Antineutrinos has 
been Demonstrated 

Double Chooz 2011 

I 

10 tons target Detector site – Chooz, France 
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Monitoring of Nuclear Reactors with Antineutrinos has 
been Demonstrated 

Double Chooz  2011 

I 

ANTINEUTRINO RATE  

ENERGY SPECTRUM 
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Monitoring of Nuclear Reactors with Antineutrinos has 
been Demonstrated 

San Onofre (USA)  Rovno/Ucraine 

Nν = γ · (1 + k) · Pth 

Dependance on fuel 
composition 

Dependance on Detector 
Characteristics 

Independant Power Measurement: 
Reactor Operator are also interested  
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ANGRA Experiment:  
                          DESIGN GUIDELINES:   
 

Follow recommendations of the  
2008 IAEA Expert’s Workshop 
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DESIGN GUIDELINES: 
Focused Workshop on Antinu-e 

Detection for SG Applications (2008)    



New	  challenge:	  neutrino	  detection	  above	  ground	  	  	  	  	  	  ANGRA	  
Neutrino	  Laboratory:	  
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Neutrino laboratory: 12 m container 
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At Angra detector 
7.2x1012 s-1cm -2 
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Angra detector facts:     Water Cherenkov 

Prompt signal: 
Positron 
1 ~ 12MeV 
Delayed signal: 
γ’s from neutron capture 
on Gd: 8MeV 

Time interval for 0.1% Gd conc.: 
Δt ~ 30µsec 

Reactor power:  4 GWth 
Target fiducial mass:  ~1.4 ton 
Detector distance to core:  ~30 meters 
Inverse beta decay interactions per day: ~5,000 
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Monitoring nuclear reactors with antineutrinos 

Observed ν spectrum 

ν flux from 
the reactor 

Inverse β-decay 
cross section 

The observed  energy spectrum is the result of the antineutrino flux 
emmited weighted by the antineutrino-proton cross section 
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ANGRA - 2014: 
New Container High Cube type, 40’  

Top view of the container showing positions of  ANGRA and CONNIE detectors  

New container prepared: size 40‘ High Cube  
model, to allow better shielding 
 

CONNIE	  ANGRA	  
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New Container High Cube type, 40’  

 View of the new container for experiments ANGRA and CONNIE 

New container being prepared: size 40‘ High Cube  
model, to allow better shielding 
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 Detector Design 

Active Shield: 3 water tanks with 4 PMTs each: top, bottom and central tanks 

external water shield 



 Detector Target Design 
Detector design (2012) 

(detector + active shielding) 

Target tank: gadolinium loaded water and 32 PMTs (Hamamatsu 8”) 
 (16 PMTs at top lid  + 16 at bottom to detect Cherenkov radiation 

Detector Simulation with GEANT4  
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Figure 1: Geometry design of the Angra detector, as modeled with
Geant4.

will be described.

2. Detector Design

The adopted detector design is an assembly of four
subsystems, here labeled from the outside inwards: (1)
two horizontal 25 cm layers (at the top and at the bot-
tom) filled with pure water, equipped with 4 PMTs, act-
ing as active external vetoes; (2) a lateral 25 cm passive
water shield that, together with (1), protect the inner
parts from cosmic ray induced neutrons and low energy
external background as natural radioactivity; (3) a 25 cm
intermediate layer of pure water equipped with PMTs,
acting as an inner active shield; (4) the neutrino tar-
get, based on the water Cerenkov technique, with 0.3 %
Gadolinium to enhance neutron capture. Each volume
is represented in Fig. 1 as a Geant4 model (more details
about the geometry and materials on Sec. 4.2).

Neutrino detection will occur by inverse-beta decay
(⌫̄e+p+ �! n0+e+), where the emitted positron is above
the Cerenkov threshold, thus been visible to the PMTs
as a prompt signal. After thermalization, the emitted
neutron is captured by the Gd which in turn emits a
gamma cascade with average total energy of 8 MeV.
These gammas are able to knock out some electrons
above the Cerenkov limit, also visible to the PMTs as
a delayed signal. The method for neutrino counting re-
lies on the understanding of the temporal correlation be-
tween these two signals.

3. Readout Electronics

The readout electronics is composed of a front-end
circuit [8, 9] and an acquisition module [10], both devel-
oped by the Angra Collaboration. The main functional-
ities of the former are to read and to conform the PMT
signals according to the project requirements while the
latter is designed to digitalize and to measure the arriv-
ing time of the front-end output signal and to transfer
data to a local computer.

3.1. Front-end Module

Eight front-end modules have been produced to fully-
equip the detector. Each module has eight channels
composed of an Amplifier-Shaper-Discriminator (ASD)
circuit; its analog part is shown in Fig. 2. Additionally,
each single channel contains an I2C-based circuit able
to fine-tune the discriminator thresholds and the o↵set
of the output signals.

Figure 2: Neutrinos-Angra front-end analog circuit.

The ASD circuit has been characterized for three dif-
ferent gains. The relations between the input charge and
the output peak amplitude are show in Fig. 3 where
the circuit linearity and the saturation region can be
observed. Considering the highest gain configuration
(Gain-A), the ASD circuit is linear up to a charge of
60 pC, which corresponds to approximately 37 single-
photoelectrons, taking into account a PMT gain of 107.
For the lowest gain configuration (Gain-C), this value
arrives to about 100 photoelectrons.

Fig. 4 shows the average waveforms in response to
single photoelectrons for the three tested gain config-
urations. The front-end output signal has a peak time
of 48 ns and a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of
74 ns.



New	  Target	  Design	  	  

	  	  	  	  New	  target	  tank	  

	  	  	  	  Built	  by	  Incomplast	  -‐	  Rio	  
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New target tank lay-out  
by Ivanoe (UFBA) 



ELECTRONICS STATUS 
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Front-end 
electronics 

VME bus 

PMT 

ADC 
125 MHz 

trigger 
logic 

control 
and status 
registers 

data 
builder 

TDC 
81 ps 

28 bits stop 

start* 

time 
encoding 

FPGAs 

* trigger pulse from previous event 

leading-edge 
discriminator 

control data addr 

signal 
conditioning 

10 bits 

FIFO 

DC level-1 
trigger 

Eletronics Design   - (conceptual diagram 2007) 

    DAQ diagram 
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VME	  6U	  Board:	  	  
DAQ:	  	  
waveform	  digitizer	  
+	  time	  stamp	  

 

•  Lay-out of VME board developed in   

collaboration with Brazilian industry  

CADSERVICE 

•  Components mounted by 

CADSERVICE (Campinas, SP) 

Data Acquisition module ready 



Front-‐end	  Electronics	  -‐	  UFJF	  

ü  4 stages operational amplifier 

ü  8 channels circuit using NIM standard 
module. 

ü  boards (PCB) built and mounted. 

ü  Ready  



System	  Integration	  Scheme	  

VME rack 

Front-end 

ethernet 

HV 
Universal 
Voltronics 

slow-control 

DAQ 
+ 

storage 

ROP (MVME31006E) 
NDAQ 
V1495 

Neutrino DAQ 

Slow-control 



Data	  Acquisition	  Software	  
Data readout (software) 

ü  Readout software code developped in C 

ü  3 fully working systems, each one with one ROPs + NDAQs (2 at 
CBPF e 1 at Unicamp) 
 
ü   Last firmware and DAQ software version is very stable, working 
without problems for few days continusly in lab tests. 
 
ü  All software is SVN version controled. 

ü  Last implemented code has a check of the serial number and firmware 
version at  the startup in the DAQ-level.  



Detector Simulation Studies 
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Data Analysis: simulation of expected 
signal and background  

Signal and background Simulation: 
 
•  Positrons (from neutrino interaction) 
•  Neutrons (from neutrino interaction) 

•  Cosmic ray induced background 
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 Signal and cosmic background frequency 

Table 1:  Particle from antineurino signal 

Table 2: Particles from cosmic background 

Particles Frequency (HZ) 
10-200 P.E 

Positrons 0.050±0.001  

Neutrons 0.050±0.001  

Particles Frequency (HZ) 
10-200 P.E 

Muons 12±1 

Neutrons 13±1 

Protons 0.44±0.09 

Pions 0.048±0.004 

Photons  (5.7 ± 1.1)×103 

Positrons 158±48 

Electrons <186 (90% C.L)  

Particles Frequency (HZ) 
 

Muons 210±6 

Neutrons 20±1 

Protons 2.0±0.2 

Pions 0.40±0.01 

Photons  (8 ± 1)×103 

Positrons 257±61 

Electrons 242±140  



Muons, neutrons, protons, pions, 
photons, positrons and electrons 
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Particle frequency density from antineutrino signal 	  

30 
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Expected trigger rates  coming from all PMTs (black)  
and from the target: without veto or cuts (blue),  

with inner/top/bottom veto and with a 100 p. e. cut, resulting on a 45Hz rate. 

BACKGROUND SIMULATION 
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Study of Gadolinium concentration 

Delayed coincidence for 
0.1, 0.5 and 1.0% Gd  

Stopping muons and spallation neutrons 
for 0.1, 0.5 and 1.0% Gd 
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 Study of shielding 
Table 1: Cosmic neutron events 

Table 2: Cosmic muons events: 10,000 generated 

Shielding  Neutrons 
simulated 

Polyethylene  10.000 

Water  10.000 

Neutrons  
detected 

Neutrons with 
signal delayed 

299  153 

282  98 

Shielding  Muons signal 
delayed 

Polyethylene  56 

Water  59 

Spallation 
neutrons 

Muons  with 
multi-neutrons 

28  5 

17 1 

Shielding  Fake signals  

Polyethylene  8 

Water  6 

 Frequency (Hz) 

1.3±0.5 

 1.0±0.4 

Table 3: Muons events 



GEANT4:	  study	  of	  neutron	  shielding	  

34 

Experimental Flux measured at LNGS (1,000 m): 
En > 10 MeV 

N_flux = 75 n/m2.s 

Angra (sea level): reduction 3x  

N_flux = 25 n/m2.s  

Shielding Atenuation  
( ~ 85% above E=10 MeV) 

N_flux = 4 n/m2.s è  ~ 5% contamination 

10 MeV neutron 



Simulation	  of	  Backgrounds	  

35 
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source is also identified). Set 2 contains only back-
ground events. The two sets can be read as individual
packages of 1h, or sequentially up to 24 h of physics
with (1) or without (2) the neutrino source, depending
on the analysis. The random seeds were di↵erent for
each hour, so the two sets may be regarded as indepen-
dent days of data taking.

According to the MC information retained in the
mixed data, from the 5 k ⌫̄e expected to be generated,
around 4.5 k are fully contained, i.e., both prompt and
delayed signals generated pulses inside the target. From
Eq. 4, it is possible to obtain the e↵ective volume of
1.26 m3 for the target, meaning that if the antineutrino
interaction does not happen on a smaller volume inside
the target, the event is unlikely to be identified.

The neutrino counting is performed as follows: the
first selection rule (Selection1 or Selection2) is applied
on the sample, eliminating pulses with p.e. numbers out-
side the given range. The time di↵erence of the remain-
ing pulses is calculated, generating a histogram in the
same manner as Fig. 5. The last step is the application
of the second selection rule (TimeSelection1 or TimeS-
election2) leaving only values that fall in the predeter-
mined interval. These values constitute neutrino candi-
dates.

Starting with set 1 (signal+BG), strategy S 1 selects
206985 candidates. For the sake of validating the strat-
egy, these values can be split into signal and background
using their MC tags, obtaining: 2747⌫̄e + 201587BG.
While the e�ciency prediction from the unmixed sam-
ple is 79 %, the corresponding value after the mixer is
61±1% (uncertainties are statistical only). In order to be
able to observe the signal, it is enough that the antineu-
trino counts are larger than the background fluctuations,
rather than the background itself. So the S/N (signal to
noise) ratio is S/

p
BG = 6.1 ± 0.2.

There is a clear discrepancy in both values when com-
pared to the unmixed estimations. This e↵ect might be
attributed to the fact that the unmixed analysis looks
to the data from an “event” perspective, i.e., the selec-
tion strategies remove the entire event while now, after
the mixing, selection removes only individual pulses.
The end result is that the unmixed expectations always
overestimates the amount of signal cut by the selections
strategies.

Repeating the process with strategy S2 leads to
71110 = 1946⌫̄e + 69164BG, with e�ciency 43 % and
S/N ratio of S/

p
BG = 7.4 ± 0.5. The last value means

that although the neutrino counting e�ciency is lower,
strategy S 2 is actually more e↵ective on preventing the
background as the unmixed analysis could reveal.

The next step is to mimic a blind analysis, using set

Figure 7: Number of pulses on Target (per second), after applying
selection S1. The total background rates were cut from 1.5 kHz to
36 Hz. Analyzing the components of the background, it is possible to
see that strategy S1 is in fact very e↵ective on muons (in blue), but
less restrictive to other components, like the EM (green) and hadronic
(yellow) ones.

2 (background only). By applying strategies S1 and
S2 to this set, a total of 201597 and 68236 candidates
are selected. These can be regarded as a real measure
performed with the reactor o↵ (or away from the re-
actor). Taking into account the statistical fluctuations
of these measurements, we have No↵ = BG ±

p
BG =

(201.6±0.4)⇥103 counts with S 1 and (68.2±0.3)⇥103

with S 2. Now, consider a measurement done with the
same duration (24h) with reactor on, here presented as
the set 1. A total count of candidates leads to (from the
values previously presented) Non = (207.0 ± 0.4) ⇥ 103

and (69.2 ± 0.3) ⇥ 103 for S1 and S2, respectively. So,
subtracting the reactor on counts from the reactor o↵,
we have our signal:

N⌫̄e (S 1) = (5.4 ± 0.6) ⇥ 103 (7)
N⌫̄e (S 2) = (9 ± 4) ⇥ 102 (8)

Although S1 resulted on a non zero signal with a sig-
nificance larger than 5�, the S2 strategy demands more
statistics . This is the consequence of dealing with large
numbers (the total counts) and their Poisson variances.
While the S/N ratio was favorable for set 1, the statis-
tical uncertainties related to the Poisson processes are
still large for a 24 h run, mainly in the case of choos-
ing the S2 strategy. For this reason, the particular val-
ues obtained in these calculations (Eqs. 7 and 8) cannot
be regarded as a absolute prediction of the simulation,
but rather as a prove of concept. Taking the e�cien-
cies obtained for set 1 as a reference, it is possible to
calculate that a 10 day data set would bring the uncer-
tainties of both strategies to the 5 % level. This may be
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Figure 5: Time di↵erence between prompt and delayed events. The
average value around 10 µs is expected due to the chosen Gd concen-
tration of 0.3 %.

modules, since from those values a total rate of 72 Hz
would pass Selection1 and 56 Hz Selection2. The rate
of uncorrelated (random) background events passing S1
is 4.5⇥10�4 Hz and 7.2⇥10�7 Hz for S2, both well be-
low the neutrino selection rates (0.047 Hz with S1 and
0.032 Hz with S2). About 20 % of muons generating
a signal in the target are followed by at least a sec-
ond pulse (called secondary) due to di↵erent process as
muon decay, spallation neutrons etc. Secondary pulses
with intervals smaller than about 5 µs are mostly due to
muon decay. Moreover about 18 % of secondaries fulfill
S1 and 14 % S2. Assuming that 1 % of primaries are not
vetoed, it is expected that the rate of correlated signals
due to muons is 0.13 Hz with S1 and 0.10 Hz with S2,
both higher than the neutrino signal. It is worth remark-
ing, however, that this background can be measured dur-
ing reactor o↵ periods and partially (at least the compo-
nent not involving spallation neutrons) with a pure water
target. Assuming a perfect accuracy in the background
rate measurement we therefore have a signal-to-noise
S/N ⌘ S/

p
BG = 38 with S1 and S/N = 29 with S2 af-

ter 24 h of data acquisition. We therefore stress the im-
portance of background measurements for the success
of the project.

4.4. Mixer
The Mixer is the piece of software responsible for

generating the time distribution for everything that
might leave a signal in the detector. It takes as inputs the
single events generated by each primary particle (and
transported through the detector by Geant4) and a list of
frequencies fi for each primary species. Due to the gen-
eration procedure employed for cosmic backgrounds (as

Figure 6: Pulses (p.e. in a 500 ns window) on Target, per second.
The black line is the total rate (1.5 kHz on average), while the red
represents pulses containing either the prompt or the delayed neutrino
signals. Other colors show the EM (green), the muonic (blue) and
hadronic (yellow) components of the cosmic background.

previously detailed in Sec. 4.1.2), a number of pri-
maries do not leave any signal on the detector, mainly
because of the random directions (also due to shielding
e�ciency). The frequencies are corrected by the ratio
of events that produced any signal (p.e. on PMTs) by
the total number of simulated primaries. This leads to
an e↵ective frequency f̃i for each species. The Mixer
then generates a time sequence assuming an exponen-
tial distribution. The result is a Poisson process where
the average time between particles of the same kind is
⌧i = 1/ f̃i. The output of the mixer is time ordered col-
lection of pulses, mimicking the kind of signal the elec-
tronics will face with the real detector. Fig. 6 shows the
number of pulses per second on a 3600 s sample, gener-
ated on the target volume. The first result of the mixer
is the total (background dominated) rate of pulses on
the target, which is 1.5 kHz. Section 4.5 will describe
how to significantly reduce the background rate, based
on study of the mixer’s output. A remark on the envi-
ronmental gammas is in order: due to the 50 cm water
shielding, the already small Cerenkov signal generated
by this source is strongly suppressed, thus making it a
negligible background.

4.5. Signal optimization
For the purpose of validating the selection strategies

devised on Sec. 4.3 (namely, S1 and S2) two sets of
24 samples each (simulating 24 h of data taking) were
mixed for this study. Each set has the following char-
acteristics: Set 1 contains a mixing of background and
antineutrino signal (all sources described in Tab. 1).
Events are identified via a MC tag so that each pulse
is related to a specific primary event (thus, the type of

Background rates before  
and after energy cuts  
and time window cut 



First	  Measurement	  campaign	  
using	  the	  target	  detector	  and	  

a	  full	  readout	  chain	  
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DAQ	  Commissioning	  2015	  
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Target detector with 14 PMTs: integrated charge:  
trigger any 2 PMTs, threshold -20mV 



DAQ	  Commissioning	  -‐	  2015	  	  
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Target detector with 14 PMTs: Time between muon events:  

trigger any 2 PMTs, threshold -20mV 
 



DAQ	  Commissioning	  -‐	  2015	  	  
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Figure 25 shows the distribution of the peak amplitude (top) and the number of photoelectrons
(bottom) event-by-event sums considering all the PMT devices. The latter can be compared to the
simulation results found here [4].

Figure 25: Muon spectrum in peak amplitude (above) and photoelectron (bottom) units.

4 Conclusions
The Neutrinos-Angra target detector has been recently assembled with its 16 bottom PMTs. In order
to equip the detector, the front-end and acquisition modules have been integrated with the purpose
of assessing for the first time a full readout chain and the target detector of the experiment. This
document presented in detail the measurement procedures needed to achieve the proposed goals,
successfully validating the readout system and providing an indication, by means of the observed
muon spectrum, of the proper operation of the target detector.

Distribution of number of photoelectrons (top) 
Compairison with muon simulation (bottom) 

Muon Spectrum 



Main	  Results	  
•  Best material for neutron shield: water 

•  Less multiple neutrons produced by high energy muons than in polyethylene 

 

•  Best Gadolinium concentration: 0.1% < C < 0.5%   ≅ 0.3% 

•  Smaller time window for delayed coincidence  

•  NDAQ flash ADCs are robust and data acquisition is working fine but needs to 
be tuned 

•  Study of best “dead time” after a muon ( to avoid spallation neutrons) 

•  Study of best “dead time” after prompt to avoid stopping muons  
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DETECTOR STATUS 
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DETECTOR STATUS 

42 

Arrival of water shielding  
vessels at CBPF 



DETECTOR	  STATUS	  
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Mounting Active shield 

Covering internal walls with Tyvek 
and installing PMTs 



DETECTOR	  STATUS	  
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DAQ first test System 
on the real tank   

LED signal  
Tank without water 



DETECTOR STATUS 
Mechanical assembly of the target top lid PMTs 
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DETECTOR	  STATUS	  
Water	  filling	  system	  for	  the	  water	  tank	  
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DETECTOR	  STATUS	  
Mounting	  of	  target	  tank	  inside	  active	  shield	  water	  tank	  
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Interior of Target tank 
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Status of the Neutrinos ANGRA project 
-  New 40’ High Cube container: deployed in Angra 
 
-  Geant4 simulation of detector response to  
  signal and background events: working 	

 
- Neutrino signal extraction – simulated 

-  New detector design:  active water shield  

-  Water shield and target vessels: built 

-  Front-end electronics: ready 
 
-  Electronics for DAQ: ready 

-  Data acquisition software:  almost ready 

-  Detector test at CBPF: done in 2015 

- Deployment in Angra:  May 2016 



Summary 
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•   Previous experiments demonstrated a good capability of using  
   antineutrinos for nuclear reactor distant monitoring.  
 
•   Neutrino laboratory already installed in Angra 

•   Cosmogenic background estimated  
 
•   Remote data transfer (CBPF-Angra link) working. 
 
•   Simulation is running and guided final detector design. 

•   Electronics is ready and being tested 

•   Expected data taking at ANGRA by the end of May 2016 
 
 



THANKS! 
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